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The world’s leading investment event for women in alternatives

ONE SUMMIT, FOUR FORUMS



The Women in Private Markets 
Summit is the world’s leading
fundraising and networking event 
for women in alternatives. It is 
returning to London for its 11th 
year once again co-located with 
the Women in Private Equity, 
Women in Infrastructure, Women 
in Real Estate and Women in 
Private Debt Forum.

Join over 800 fund managers, 
general asset managers and 
institutional investors for two 
days of networking at the must-
attend event for private markets 
professionals.
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Discover 
what’s new 
in 2024
Join us at the Women in Private 
Markets Summit 2024 in 
December for an unparalleled 
experience designed to 
maximize your learning and 
networking opportunities.

Download the agenda 

More asset-class specific topics
Benefit from more in-depth and focused discussions across private equity, real estate, 
private debt and infrastructure. This allows for a deeper exploration into the trends and 
challenges shaping each asset class.1
Increased number of influential LP speakers & attendees
Gain insights from a significantly increased lineup of influential LP speakers and 
network with over 175 institutional investors attending the event.2
Enhanced networking opportunities
 Networking has never been easier with our new, colored lanyards system. Quickly 
identify and connect with peers in your asset class, making your networking 
experience more efficient and targeted.3
Empowering Future Leaders
We’re dedicating a specific afternoon to young and emerging leaders across private 
markets. This focused session is designed to foster growth, provide mentorship, and 
cultivate the next generation of trailblazers in the industry.4
Stronger interactive sessions across the agenda
Join the interactive working groups, breakfast think tanks, roundtable discussions, 
cocktail receptions and a seating networking lunch and connect, learn, and forge 
valuable relationships.5
Unrivalled access to global investors across alternatives
Join a prestigious gathering of registered investors, including Border to Coast Pensions 
Partnership, EBRD, GLIL Infrastructure, LPPI, MEAG, Ontario Teachers’ Pension Plan, 
Phoenix Group, Tesco Pension Investment, USS, and many more. 6
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Current attendees include:
 » Actis
 » Advaita Capital
 » Advent International
 » AIMA
 » Allianz Global Investors
 » ATOZ
 » Auquan
 » Australian Super
 » Aware Super
 » Aztec Group
 » Baringa Partners 
 » Better Society Capital
 » Black Opal Ventures
 » Border to Coast Pensions 

Partnership 
 » BRIGHT CAPITAL 

 » Cambridge Associates
 » Cerberus Capital 

Management
 » CF Private Equity
 » Civitas Investment 

Management
 » Crescent Credit Europe
 » EBRD
 » European Investment 

Fund
 » European Leveraged 

Finance Association
 » GBL Capital
 » GLIL & Africa’s AIIM
 » Golding Capital Partners
 » HarbourVest Partners
 » Hayfin

 » Homefarm Capital 
 » ICG 
 » JEITO Capital
 » Legal & General 

Investment Management
 » London Borough of 

Merton
 » London LGPS
 » M&G Investments
 » Macfarlanes
 » MEAG
 » Mercer
 » MetLife Investment 

Management
 » Misland Capital
 » Munich-MEAG
 » National Treasury 

Management Agency
 » Nest Pensions
 » Ontario Teachers’ Pension 

Plan
 » Oxford Properties Group
 » Phoenix Group
 » Piermont Bank
 » PSP Investments
 » QuadReal Property 

Group
 » Scottish Equity Partners
 » Tesco Pension Investment
 » USS
 » Vanbarton Group
 » Weil Gotshal & Manges
 » and many more

Connect with our global private market community

Download preliminary attendee list  
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The state of play in private equity:  
finding opportunities in today’s market
 » Identifying emerging sectors and geographic regions  

with promising growth potential
 » How are managers leveraging technology and data analytics 

 to drive returns?
 » Discussion around market innovations that managers are employing

Navigating the rise of healthcare investing in  
private equity 
 » Is healthcare still primarily a place for specialist investors? 
 » What’s needed to attract larger pools of capital?
 » Which sub-sectors of healthcare are proving most resilient to 

market turbulence?
 » How are investors setting themselves up for success in a  

complex sector? 

Investor Panel: Allocating to private equity during 
uncertain times
 » Strategies for mitigating risk and optimizing returns in volatile market 

conditions
 » How are investors dealing with overallocation issues, rising interest 

rates and other challenges?
 » Investor views on innovations managers are implementing

View full agenda 

Featured 
sessions at
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View full agenda 

The state of play in infrastructure: prospering in a more 
challenging environment
 » Why will infrastructure prove a safe and enticing haven for investors 

in a challenging investment environment?
 » What does recent consolidation mean for the asset class?  

Is this a sign of things to come?
 » What is the next frontier for infrastructure?

Exploring the potential and roadblocks in digital 
infrastructure investments
 » How digital infrastructure is faring in the high inflation and  

interest rates era
 » Navigating the roadmap for sustainable digital infrastructure
 » What’s next for digital infrastructure?

Analysing the emerging stars: Hydrogen, batteries, and 
EV charging in the age of sustainable investing 
 » Established infrastructure or optimistic/value-add? 
 » How to correctly define the energy subsectors
 » The role the subsectors play to enable the energy transition
 » Exploring the sustainability of batteries and EV charging

Featured 
sessions at
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The state of play in real estate: outlining the top 
strategic priorities in today’s market
 » How to tackle the 2-trillion wall in global real estate debt
 » Finding opportunities amid a profound shift in the real 

estate landscape
 » Assessing the most attractive markets and investment strategies  

in Europe and beyond?

Decarbonising real estate: driving better long-term 
financial performance with sustainability initiatives 
 » How sustainability initiatives can lead to cost savings, increased 

property value, and improved return on investment
 » Understanding the impact of evolving environmental regulations 

and building codes on real estate portfolios
 » Exploring innovative technologies and strategies for decarbonising 

real estate portfolios

Investing in alternative real estate strategies including 
data centres, healthcare, student housing and more
 » What is driving increased investor interest in  

non-traditional sectors?
 » Understanding the unique risks associated with investing in 

alternative real estate strategies and how investors mitigate them
 » Identifying operational considerations and potential value creation 

opportunities within alternative sectors

Featured 
sessions at

View full agenda 
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The state of play in private debt: Evaluating  
the through-the-cycle value of the asset class
 » Where are we now in the cycle?
 » With the higher rates what is the impact on borrower appetite -  

is there enough dealflow?
 » How long will the “golden era” of private credit continue? 

Generating upside from sustainability in private debt
 » What are managers doing to create value in their portfolios?
 » Does ESG-compliant private debt strategies result in an increased 

credit quality within the portfolio?
 » Should all investments be structured as sustainability linked loans 

or is it not always suitable for the borrower?

Opportunities for investors in real asset debt
 » Is the macro environment pushing investors to diversify their 

allocation into private infrastructure and real estate credit which 
has a lower correlation and different cycle?

 » What comparative advantages does the private real estate debt 
market present in contrast to other sectors of corporate  
credit investment?

 » How are managers navigating regulatory frameworks  
and pressures?

Featured 
sessions at

View full agenda 
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View all speakers 

Highlight speakers
Tara Bishop 
Founder 
Black Opal Ventures

 

 

 

 

  

  

  

  

                        

Nathalie Chollet 
Head of Circular Economy 
& Industrial Resilience | 
Equity Investments 
European Investment 
Fund

Rachel Farrell 
Director of Public and 
Private Markets 
Nest Pensions

Cari Lodge 
Managing Director 
CF Private Equity

Elena Mariotti 
Managing Director, 
Head of Sustainability 
Stewardship 
Cerberus Capital 
Management

Jenny Newmarch 
Head of Private Equity 
Aware Super

Jan Rutherford 
Partner 
Scottish Equity 
Partners

Rhonda Ryan 
Partner, Head of 
European Private Equity 
Mercer

Joe Topley 
Chief Executive Officer 
GBL Capital
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Highlight speakers
Alena Antonava 
Investment Manager 
Railpen

 

 

 

 

  

  

  

  

                        

Assia Belkahia 
Partner 
Antin Infrastructure 
Partners

Alice Brogi 
Partner 
Gibson Dunn

Gwenola 
Chambon 
CEO-Managing Partner 
Vauban 
Infrastructure 
Partners

Aurelie Hariton 
Managing Director 
MetLife Investment 
Management

Laurie Mahon 
Senior Advisor 
Infrastructure Markets

Patricia Rodrigues 
Jenner 
Member of Infrastructure 
Investment Committees 
UK 
GLIL & Africa’s AIIM

Katya Romashkan 
Aware Super Portfolio 
Manager - Infrastructure 
Aware Super

Tanriverdi 
Versmissen Isil 
 Head of Infrastructure 
Debt Transactions 
Munich-MEAG

View all speakers 
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Highlight speakers
Laurine Amiel 
Investment Director, 
Private Credit 
Australian Super

 

 

 

 

  

  

  

  

                        

Wendy Cai-Lee 
CEO and Founder 
Piermont Bank

Gila Cohen 
Partner, Chief Investment 
Officer 
Vanbarton Group

Hala El Akl 
Vice President of 
Sustainable Investing 
and Operations 
Oxford Properties 
Group

Jenny 
Hammarlund 
Senior Managing 
Director 
OTPP RE Europe

Anne Koeman-
Sharapova 
Head of Europe Real 
Estate Investment 
Mercer

Ami Kotecha 
Co-Founder & President 
Amro Partners

Prabby Mann 
 Head of Real Estate 
Phoenix Group

Roxana 
Mohammadian-
Molina 
Chief Strategy Officer 
Blend

View all speakers 
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Christine Farquhar 
CEO of UK and Europe 
Cambridge Associates

 

 

 

 

  

  

  

  

                        

Sabrina Fox 
CEO 
European Leveraged 
Finance Association

Shivani Goolab 
Director 
Investec Real Estate

Wee Kii The 
Portfolio Manager 
Allianz GIobal 
Investors

Dr. Gabriella 
Kindert 
 Independent Board 
Member 
Neptune Leasing

Dalit Nuttall 
Principal 
West Valley Capital

Nemashe 
Sivayogan 
Head of Pensions and 
Treasury 
London Borough of 
Merton

Fiona Treble 
Managing Managing 
Director, Global Head of 
Membership 
AIMA

Christine Vanden 
Beukel 
Managing Director 
Crescent Credit 
Europe 

Highlight speakers

View all speakers 
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For more information on available sponsorship opportunities please contact 
Christopher Wagland | chris.w@pei.group | +44 (0) 7584 018 707

Principal sponsors

Lead sponsors

Sponsors

Sponsors

Submit an enquiry 
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Book now 

As part of our commitment to sustainable and responsible business practices, PEI 
Group has embedded the Ten Principles of the United Nations Global Compact into 

strategies and operations, and committed to respecting human and labour rights, 
safeguarding the environment, and working against corruption in all its forms.

Book before 16 August to save £350
Get full summit access and attend all four forums.

Institutional investors may be eligible for a complimentary place. 
Please fill out the investor registration form to see if you are eligible

https://www.peievents.com/en/checkout/?peievcc-event-id=63479
https://www.privateequityinternational.com/women-in-private-markets-london-2024-investor-reg-form/?

